Abstract
The adaptation of biological organisms to fluctuating environments is one major determinant of their structural and dynamical complexity. Organisms have evolved devoted adaptations to ensure the robust performance of physiological functions under environmental fluctuations. To further our understanding of particular adaptation strategies to different environmental fluctuations, we perform laboratory evolution experiments of Escherichia coli under three temperature fluctuation regimes alternating between 15
• C and 43
• C. Two of these regimes are determined by the population's growth, while the third regime switches stochastically. To address evolutionary contingencies, the experiments are performed on two lineages departing from different genetic backgrounds. The two lineages display distinct evolutionary trajectories, demonstrating dependency on the starting strain's genetic background. Several genes exhibit a high degree of parallelism, suggesting their potential adaptive nature. The growth increase of the representative clones from each final population relative to their ancestor at 15
• C demonstrated no correlation between both temperatures, insinuating an absence of a strong trade-off between these two temperatures. Some had a growth rate decrease at 15
• C unless exposed to a 43
• C epoch, indicating some degree of internalization of the structure of the environment fluctuations. The phenotypic response of the evolved clones at 15
• C was assessed by a phenotype array method. The resulting responses reveal a general tendency to move closer to the phenotypic response of our starting strains at the optimum of 37
• C. This observation expands the documented restorative responses, even when facing complex environmental conditions.
Author Summary
Laboratory evolution experiments have been widely employed to test hypotheses from evolutionary theory. To assess the dynamics of adaptation under environmental fluctuations, we evolved 24 Escherichia coli populations under different regimes of temperature switching between 15
• C for about 600 generations. At the final point of the evolution experiment, the evolved populations were genome sequenced and clones were isolated and sequenced for phenotypic characterization. Fitness measurements revealed adaptation to both environmental conditions and some strains internalized the environmental fluctuation. Array phenotypic measurements showed that the majority of evolved strains tended to restore the phenotypic signature of the perturbed environments to that of the optimal temperature condition. This observation expands the documented restorative responses, even when facing complex environmental conditions.
Introduction
Fluctuating environmental conditions are conjectured to play a major role in evolution (Frank 2011 , Levins 1968 . The complex dynamical nature of both biotic and abiotic factors are thought to be one of the evolutionary drivers of the high ecological diversity of species that have populated our biosphere over time (Fuentes & Ferrada 2017) . The environmental complexity, besides the con-natural potential of life (Ruiz-Mirazo et al. 2008) , may explain the seemingly open ended nature of the evolutionary process. More concretely, biological populations respond to environmental conditions by a variety of adaptive strategies that require devoted molecular mechanisms. For example, environmental complexity promotes the evolution of robustness mechanisms, phenotypic plasticity or life-cycle strategies (Kaneko 2012 , Pigliucci 2001 .
The particularities, scale and predictability of environmental fluctuations play a fundamental role in the specific ways biological organisms adapt to different selective pressures that vary dynamically or spatially (Botero et al. 2015) . Upon encountering environmental diversity, some hypothesize that organisms face the choice of adapting to one environment, namely becoming specialists, or to adapt to a subset of the possible environments, namely becoming generalists. The ultimate reason for these two limiting strategies has been conjectured to be the existence trade-offs between the adaptive responses to different environmental conditions. The granularity and the predictability of environmental changes has also been hypothesized to determine the evolution of a particular adaptive strategy (Brown & Pavlovic 1992 , Futuyma & Moreno 1988 . Thus, it is suggested that predictable temporal environmental variation can lead to the evolution of phenotypic plasticity and internalization of this environmental cycle. Less predictable environmental variation can lead to stochastic phenotypic switching, bet-hedging, or specialization to the most frequent environment (Beaumont et al. 2009 , Thattai & van Oudenaarden 2004 .
Although both ecological and paleontological data can be used to assess these hypotheses, adaptive laboratory evolution experiments provide a controlled setting where tenets about the evolutionary process can be tested on model organisms whose biology is known in great detail (Elena & Lenski 2003 , Herron & Doebeli 2013 . Even though the results derived from these experiments might be hard to extend to the whole biosphere, they provide us with a rich phenomenology that can potentially be understood at the molecular level and give new insights that can be used to construct better theoretical frameworks. One of the most commonly used laboratory evolution organisms is Escherichia coli and many questions regarding the dynamics of adaptation to different environmental stresses have been formulated with the set-up that Lenski and co-workers established as the pioneers of modern era experimental evolution (Barrick et al. 2009 , Lenski et al. 1991 . This set-up has been extensively used together with genome sequencing to explore a manifold of adaptive scenarios involving different degrees of complex environmental conditions to which the ancestral strain was not adapted to (Satterwhite & Cooper 2015) .
Using Escherichia coli as the organism and temperature as the environmental variable is the ideal set-up to investigate the effects of time-scale, determinism, and amplitude of environmental fluctuations on the evolutionary dynamics. Temperature has been widely chosen as a target environmental variable in studies of experimental evolution of micro-organisms because of its global implications on an organism's physiological state and growth, and its easy manipulation (Riehle et al. 2001 , Rudolph et al. 2010 , Sandberg et al. 2014 , Tenaillon et al. 2012 . Consequently, there is extensive knowledge of mutations that are to be expected and their degree of parallelism within and across experimental evolution studies for certain temperatures. Most Escherichia coli adaptive laboratory evolution studies focus on temperatures closer to the upper thermal boundary, usually around 42
• C. There are far fewer studies that focus on the adaptation at colder temperatures than the optimal temperature of 37
• C, and none of them go far below ambient temperature. Few experimental evolution studies controlling temperature variations have also been carried out (Bennett et al. 1992 , Ketola et al. 2013 , Kishimoto et al. 2010 , Saarinen et al. 2018 ), however they have not extensively evaluated the consequences of different environmental fluctuation scenarios as is addressed in this work.
In this work, we make use of laboratory evolution of Escherichia coli in fluctuating temperatures to address whether extreme environmental fluctuations lead to the development of adaptive trade-offs (understood as specialist strategies) under different fluctuation regimes. While Escherichia coli is well adapted to grow at 37
• C and has shown its potential for adapting to a variety of environmental challenges, we wanted to assess its ability to adapt to two alternating environmental conditions close to the temperature niche boundary (15
• C and 43 • C). Given the different physiological state required to address extreme low and high temperatures, we conjectured that a trade-off might limit the adaptation to both conditions. As the scale and predictability of the environmental change would also have an effect in the resulting adaptive strategies, we tested two environments that fluctuated in a deterministic fashion with two different generation time scales and an additional randomly fluctuating condition. This choice to dynamically switch environmental treatments is predicated on the different adaptive responses that are conjectured to dominate in these different environments. The two treatments determined by the optical density of the culture , in principle, should favor the evolution of a generalist strategy as the variants that adapt to both environments will be favored. These two treatments differ in the optical density that triggers the temperature change and thus in the number of generations that population experiences at a given temperature segment allowing us to assess the effects of the generation timescales in the types of adaptive responses evolved. Additionally, given their predictable nature can be potentially internalized by the organism. The stochastic treatment serves as a control where the number of generations that experience a certain environment does not depend on the population density. In this scenario, given that the 43
• C has a higher growth rate than the 15 • C, a potential strategy can be to adapt primarily to the 43
• C environment and see 15
• C as a perturbation, thus favouring the appearance of specialists. To investigate the dependence of the evolutionary outcome with the genetic background of the starting point, the starting populations were derived from REL606 and REL607 strains adapted to the media at their optimal temperature of 37
• C, and mutations previously associated with adaptation to glucose minimal media were observed. Thus, the starting points of the two lineages allowed us to address the effects of their mutational background on their adaptation to each fluctuating temperature condition by comparing the two lineages' adaptive trajectories.
Results

Mutational Background of the Starting Points
The initial adaptation period to the media of the original REL606 and REL607 strains led to a series of mutations in our starting REL606 and REL607 populations in addition to the original araA (D92G) mutation (see Table S1 ). Our starting REL607 population also had a mutation in the exonuclease V gene recD (V10A) that has been found to be neutral with respect to Lenski's original REL606 strain and already present in the Lenski's long term experimental evolution (LTEE) strains (Phillips & Wilson 2016) . Our starting REL606 population acquired two mutations with potential impact on the fitness of the strain: a large deletion in the rbs operon involved in ribose metabolism and uptake genes, and a mutation in the translation initiation factor gene (infB ). Deletions in the rbs operon have been previously reported to evolve in glucose media laboratory evolution experiments with a high degree of parallelism (Phillips & Wilson 2016 , Tenaillon et al. 2016 due to the combination of being selectively advantageous and having a high mutation rate mediated by the nearby IS transposable element (Cooper et al. 2001) . The infB mutation has also been observed in similar experiments (Barrick et al. 2009 ) and could also be related to adaptation to the media. Accompanying these fixed mutations were a couple of deletions, one per line, that were almost fixed in our starting populations. Our starting REL606 population carried a large deletion starting in cybB. The deletion starting at cybB was mediated by an insertion element and affected a total of eight genes, including the the cybB gene coding for a cytochrome, components of a toxin antitoxin system (hokB, mokB ), transcription regulators, components of chemotactic systems, and glycan synthesis proteins. Deletions surrounding hokB/mokB mediated by IS elements have been reported to occur in Lenski's LTEE strains and in mutation accumulation strains indicating the presence of a mutational hotspot (Tenaillon et al. 2016 , Woods et al. 2006 ). For our REL607 starting population, a deletion of ∆122 bp in the hypothetical protein ECB 02621 was also almost fixed. In both of our starting populations, mutations in the gene nadR were also observed which are common in experimental evolution of these strains with glucose as a carbon source (Phillips & Wilson 2016) . Two other mutations were observed at a low frequency; an intergenic mutation in the yhjY/tag in REL607 and a nonsynonymous mutation in the uxaB in REL606. In our laboratory evolution experiments, our starting points were two heterogeneous populations resulting from a pre-adaptation process. To ensure that the observed mutations in the evolved strains were indeed not present as low frequency mutants in the starting populations, we sequenced the starting populations again at a high coverage (to an average of 6000). Additional very low frequency mutants were detected in this sequencing run but none of them were carried over to evolved populations. The starting populations' distinct mutational backgrounds enabled us to assess the contingency of the evolutionary trajectory on the initial conditions.
Mutational Analysis of the Final Populations
The genes affected by mutations present in our heterogeneous populations at the final time points for each environmental regime and strain are summarized in Figure 1 . A more detailed set of tables describing the specific characteristics of the mutations can be found in the supplementary information (see Table  S3 ). From the mutational pattern in our final populations, we observe that nonsynonymous mutations and small indels are the most frequent types of mutations. Large amplifications and deletions mediated by transposable elements are also common and could have potentially dramatic adaptive consequences. Overall there seems to not be a population accumulating substantially more mutations than the average, meaning that mutations appear and rise in our populations at about the same rate for all three environmental treatments (slow, fast, and random).
Of all the mutations observed, two were highly repeatable at the level of the genomic region affected and were present in almost all of our populations irrespective of the environmental treatments; mutations in the ATP-dependent DNA-RNA helicase rho and mutations in the intergenic region of the lon heat shock protease (see Figure 1 Upper Panel). The high degree of repeatability of these mutations in most of our final populations indicated that they may be the main contributors to the growth rate increase observed in our adaptive evolution experiment. It is important to note that the parallelism was also present at the molecular level of the particular mutation in some instances of the intergenic region of lon and to a great extent in rho. Mutations in rho, like the ones that evolved in our experiment have also been consistently appearing with a high degree of repeatability in adaptive evolution experiments of Escherichia coli to high temperatures (Tenaillon et al. 2012) , suggesting a crucial role of the termination factor in this environmental condition. The REL606 final populations lack mutations in the rho gene indicating that the adaptive benefit of these mutations is strongly contingent on the genetic background, which could have conditioned this distinct evolutionary trajectory seen in our experiments.
Most of the remaining mutations are present in more than one population, but do not have the high degree of parallelism observed in the two formerly described mutations. Some of these remaining mutations can arguably be associated with a particular environmental treatment. The two deterministic treatments, slow and fast, can be linked to mutations in the regulatory genes: rpsE, nusA, ycjW, yhbH. The ribosomal protein gene rpsE is also mutated with high parallelism, affecting the same amino acid, and appears related to the deterministic regimes in both strains. The presence of this mutation in the deterministic environments suggest that it might be important for cold adaptation. The nusA nonsynonymous substitutions are also related to rho termination as the nusA gene encodes a transcription termination/antitermination factor. It is not surprising that only our REL607 final populations have mutations in nusA as only these REL607 final populations have mutations in rho further supporting the potential dependency on the genomic background.
Mutations genes associated with cell envelope, such as mrd and mre genes, appear predominantly in the random environmental regime. Most of these cell envelope related genes have also been observed to mutate in laboratory evolution experiments using glucose media (Tenaillon et al. 2016) this could indicate further adaptation to the media rather than to our temperature regimes. Similarly, there are mutations in several metabolic genes, such as thiamine synthesis gene thiC and spoT, which are related to adaptation to glucose media rather than the temperature conditions (Phillips & Wilson 2016 , Tenaillon et al. 2016 . Additionally, other mutations are present at high frequencies in particular populations. A salient set of these mutations affect heat shock proteins, like the chaperonin gene groEL. Two ways of potentially increasing chaperonin proteins expression arose, one through large genomic region amplifications and the other through a specific deletion in the regulatory region of the groEL gene. The large genomic amplifications affect a large number of proteins involved in the heat shock response, potentially having a great adaptive value for our populations. Similar to the small deletion in groEL, a intergenic region mutation in this chaperonin gene has been previously reported in high temperature adaptation (Yama et al. 2015) .
Overall, a wide variety of mutations emerged in relatively few generations with high degree of parallelism even to the molecular detail. More interestingly, the genomic amplification of the heat shock genes was also convergent. It is important to note that a most of the big deletions and amplifications were mediated by mobile elements which evidences the big role they play in increasing the adaptability of the strains that carry them.
Clone characterization
Mutations
For each of our final populations, we isolated and sequenced a set of clones for further characterization of their phenotypes. The representative clones were consistent with their parental populations and their dominant mutations (see Tables 1-3 ). The clonal isolate from the F607-1 population had a discrepancy with its parental population in terms of the mutational composition. The lower sequencing coverage of this particular population could explain this discrepancy in terms of the clonal isolate belonging to a low frequency mutant missed by the sequencing. The sequenced clones allowed us to support the presence of large amplifications and deletions suggested by the heterogeneous population data. The clonal sequencing data also helped to further discern the synteny relations between mutations observed in the heterogeneous populations with similar frequencies.
Temperature adaptation
In order to evaluate the adaptation of our populations to the experimental temperatures, we measured the growth rate at 15
• C for each representative clone relative to their ancestral starting strains. We also measured these growth rates for the original Lenski strains relative to each other and our starting strains to detect changes due to the mutational background acquired during the adaptation to the media period.
The original Lenski strains showed no significant fitness differences under any of the temperatures studied further supporting the claim that the Ara mutation is neutral under a wide range of environmental conditions (see Table S9 ). After the initial media adaptation period, our two starting strains gained a significant fitness difference at 37
• C relative to the original Lenski strains they were derived from. Moreover, our starting REL606 strain had a significantly higher growth rate at 37
• C than our starting REL607 strain. The metabolic nature of the background mutations accumulated by our starting REL606 strain suggests adaptation to the media as a plausible explanation for the growth difference (see Table  S2 ). Both starting strains also showed a growth rate increase at 43
• C suggesting that adaptation to the media at the optimal temperature can also lead to changes in the response to other temperatures which justifies the adaptation to the media period. The REL 606 starting strain also showed an increase in growth rate at 15
• C. The background mutations of this strain confers an unexpected advantage at the cold temperature probably derived from a better utilization of glucose as the most salient mutations in this strain involve the deletion of many of the ribose operon genes. Nevertheless, the descendants of our starting REL606 strain further adapted to the cold temperature, demonstrating that the background mutations did not exhaust the adaptive potential to this environmental condition in our experiment.
For the representative clones of our final populations (see Table 4 ), the general observed pattern is the absence of a trade-off between the adaptation to 15
• C . Both temperatures show a fitness increase in most of our clonal strains, and there is no significant correlation between the fitness increase of the two experimental temperatures (Pearson correlation, r = −0.16, p-value = 0.457). In both our populations, increases in fitness of the lineages evolved under random environmental fluctuations mostly occur at the 43 • C temperature. A possible explanation could be the nature of the environmental treatment itself. The independence of the bacterial growth from the temperature switching time is a plausible explanation for this adaptive response in the random treatment. The random environmental fluctuation posed an adaptive problem where the 43
• C condition could be regarded as the adaptive target and 15
• C as a perturbation. The reason for this asymmetry is in the intrinsically higher growth rate at the 43
• C environment. Most strains evolved in the deterministic environmental treatments, which the temperature switch depends on population growth, showed fitness increases in both the hot and cold temperatures. Surprisingly, two of our clonal strains experiencing a deterministic treatment showed a significant fitness decrease at 15
• C (see Table 4 ). It is important to note that this fitness decrease only occurred after an acclimation pass at 15
• C. If the strain experienced the hot temperature in the acclimation pass, then the fitness was neutral with respect to its starting strain (see Supplementary Figure  2 ). Some of the mutations carried by these strains, like the deletion of fabF, could have deleterious effects in 15
• C but, according to our observations, be neutral in the context of a previous exposure to the 43 • C environment. This is indicative that the deterministic environment has been internalized to some degree by these populations.
Evolved Phenotypic Response
In order to understand the consequences of the acquired mutations on the tendencies shown by the phenotypic response of the strains relative to their ancestors, we performed a set of phenotypic assays at the three relevant temperatures of 15
• C, 37
• C. The phenotypes evaluated corresponded to metabolic and chemical sensitivity assays that our strains were not exposed to during our laboratory evolution experiments. This phenotypic evaluation allows us to study the consequences of the evolutionary adaptation to our conditions in other regions of the ecological niche. Additionally, the resulting phenotypic signature can also be used as a proxy to study the hypothesized restorative effects of the accumulated mutations during adaptive laboratory evolution experiments, which is conjectured to bring the phenotypic signature closer to that of the unstressed environment (Hug & Gaut 2015) . Here, we extend this hypothesis to the evolutionary response in complex environmental treatments.
Clustering of the data resulting from the phenotypic assays showed that the primary discriminating factor in the phenotypic response of the different strains was the temperature treatment (see Figure 2 ). For both lineages, the cluster trees show two primary splits corresponding to the 15
• C data and, the 43
• C and 37
• C data. The latter then splits into the two respective leafs for these two temperatures. This implies that the 37
• C environment is more similar to the 43 • C environment than to the 15 • C, and that the 15
• C condition is also possibly more stressful as it appears to be further from the optimum in terms of the phenotypic response. It is important to note that some clustering of the phenotypes was observed for our REL607 clones, separating the chemical sensitivity assays from the metabolic tests. Clustering by temperature fluctuation regime is apparent, but not significant enough to be conclusive. In general, the replicates tend to cluster together justifying taking averages in the posterior analyses.
We performed dimensionality reduction using principal component analysis (PCA) on the measurements resulting from the phenotypic assays, in order to eliminate the effects of potential correlation between the phenotypes measured by the Biolog plates (which are not necessarily designed to obtain orthogonal phenotypes). Because of the different mutational background of our starting strains, we kept our REL606 and REL607 clones from our final populations separated in the analysis. Looking at the PCA of our starting strains, we see that both strains can be distinguished further justifying the separate analysis (see Figure S3 ). Four principal components are informative of the patterns in the starting strains data. The first principal component discriminates between the different temperatures. The second principal component discriminates between the optimal temperature and the other two temperatures. Finally, the fourth principal component discriminates between the strains. There also seems to be interaction between the strains and the temperature as the local structure of the strain factor is different for each temperature cluster.
The same pattern can be seen in the PCA of the evolved lineages with the first principal component distinguishing the temperatures and the second principal component distinguishing the optimal from the perturbed temperatures (see Figure 3) . When assessing the direction of the evolved phenotype response by using the classification and methodology described in (Hug & Gaut 2015) , the restorative effect is more prominent in the 607 lineage in the first two principal components (see Table S13 ). The 606 lineage shows little restoration for the 43
• environment while more of the phenotypic response has tended to the optimal for the 15
• environment. Even though some of the clones exhibited reinforcement, both lineages showed substantial amount of restoration to its starting strain's phenotypic response for the first two retained principal components. The fourth and third principal component showed more reinforced and even novel responses, nevertheless these account for a smaller fraction of the variance. In general, our data demonstrates that there is a general tendency towards the restoration of the phenotypic signature exhibited in the optimal environment even in the face of a more complex adaptive challenge.
Discussion
The implications of our laboratory evolution experiment in the current understanding of the adaptation of Escherichia coli to fluctuating temperatures can be discussed in terms of the mutational observations, the fitness gains in both environments related to the temperature fluctuation regime, and the adaptation impacts on the phenotypic signatures to such conditions in relation to the unstressed state. The mutation sets that evolved in our experiment are solid candidates for explaining the evolved clones' increase in growth observed in both of the stressful temperatures because of their high degree of repeatability. Additional reconstruction experiments need to be carried out in order to unveil any potential epistatic interactions between the mutations. In addition, transcriptomic and proteomic analyses are needed to clarify the transcriptional and translational consequences of these mutations. Nevertheless, the potential consequences of the mutations can be discussed on the basis of our experimental observations and the current state of the literature.
In our experiment, the split between our two evolved lineages regarding the acquisition of a mutation in the termination factor rho can help clarify the molecular mechanisms that make rho mutants so pervasive in Escherichia coli adaptive laboratory evolution experiments at high temperatures. In this line of research, there is recent evidence that suggests the role of the mutations in rho, as observed in our experiment, is to restore the gene expression pattern of the unstressed condition (González-González et al. 2017 ). Yet, the distinct evolutionary trajectories observed for our two different lineages points towards an alternative explanation for the high parallelism of the rho mutations. Our results suggest that the background mutations of our starting strains conditioned the observed disjoint evolutionary trajectories. These include, the rbs deletion, infB non-synonymous mutations, and large cybB deletion. The rbs deletion and the other low frequency mutations observed in our starting REL606 strain affect metabolism or DNA repair, which makes them poor candidates for epistatically preventing the appearance of the rho mutations observed in our REL607 final populations and clones (see Table S1 and Figure 1 Upper Panel). However, there are two potential candidates in our starting REL606 strain that could prevent rho mutations from occurring in our REL606 final populations and clones.
The first potential candidate would be the mutation in the translation initiation factor infB. In the Escherichia coli genome this gene is in the operon of nusA, an important gene component of rhodependent termination. Furthermore, infB has altered protein levels in rho inhibited cells (Cardinale et al. 2008) . Thus, we hypothesize there may be a functional relationship between infB and rho, such that the infB background mutation in our starting REL606 strain may have similar functional consequences to our observed rho mutations.
The second possible explanation could be that the cybB deletion in our starting REL606 strain is sufficient to compensate for a the potential fitness benefit of the rho mutation in our REL607 final populations and clones. This deletion contains the toxin/antitoxin genes, hokB and mokB. We conjecture that the reason why rho mutations are so common in laboratory evolution experiments is related to the expression of genes with toxic effects on Escherichia coli genome, like hokB and mokB. Many toxic genes are terminated in a rho-dependent manner under normal conditions (Cardinale et al. 2008) . Therefore, in a stressful environment the termination abilities of rho could be impacted such that some of these toxic genes are suddenly expressed, which would have a fitness cost. We hypothesize that the cybB deletion observed in our starting REL606 strain might have ablated some of these toxic elements potentially under the control of rho. In any event, the mutational background of the starting point in laboratory evolution experiments must be taken seriously when considering the adaptive value of mutations in any laboratory evolution experiment. All adaptive laboratory experiments are contingent on the evolutionary history of the starting point reflected on its genomic architecture.
Another salient feature of our experimental results is that a significant fraction of the mutations affect components of the proteostatic machinery involved in the heat-shock response (Nonaka 2006) . Some of these mutations occurred through large genome amplifications that presumably could lead to an increase in the expression of these proteins. The major genes affected were those of the chaperonin GroEL/ES and the heat shock protease Lon. Lon is an ATP-dependent protease that is induced upon heat shock. The Lon protease participates in cellular proteostasis by degrading misfolded proteins preventing aggregate formation (Rosen et al. 2002) . This protease is also involved in some regulatory interactions as some of its clients are regulatory elements (Aertsen & Michiels 2005 , Dopazo et al. 1987 , Van Melderen & Aertsen 2009 ). Affecting the expression levels of lon will presumably have an effect on protein degradation. The complex relationships of the protein quality control system and its fitness effects allow for the formulation of reasonable hypotheses for lon mutations observed in our experiment causing both an increase or decrease in expression (Bershtein et al. 2013 , Cho et al. 2015 . The temperature changes in our experiment may promote protein misfolding and the consequent accumulation of aggregates in the cytoplasm. An increased activity of lon could compensate for the permanent presence of these aggregates. On the other hand, a decrease in lon activity could also have an adaptive explanation in permanent stress conditions by allowing for the misfolded clients to be refolded by the other arm of the protein quality control system. It has been shown that defective lon mutants can rescue temperature sensitive rpoD mutants by increasing the amount of the sigma factor due to lower degradation in the high temperature conditions (Grossman et al. 1983) . In order to adapt to constant high temperature stresses it may be preferred to lower the expression of the Lon protease in order to increase the amounts of other proteins whose activity has been reduced as consequence of the temperature increase.
Regarding the mutations observed in our final clonal strains that could confer fitness benefits at the cold temperature, the lack of studies in adaptation to this cold temperature condition make it difficult to assess the role that the observed mutations play in the fitness gains at this temperature (Dragosits & Mattanovich 2013 )(see Table 4 ). Nevertheless, we hypothesize that the mutations in the regulatory elements rpsE and ycjW are potential candidates given their high repeatability in our REL607 and REL606 final clones (see Figure 1 Upper Panel). The many membrane and cell wall mutations observed could also play a role in adaptation to cold temperatures, but some of them have been observed in laboratory evolution experiments carried out at optimal temperature (Barrick et al. 2009) . A way to address this issue would be to perform a laboratory evolution experiment at low temperatures in the spirit of the many examples of adaptation at high temperatures (Sandberg et al. 2014 ). This would also help discern a caveat of our study, which is the difficultly in establishing what adaptive limits do each of our two temperatures impose on each other. For instance in our experiment, although we observe many rho mutants that are common in laboratory evolution experiments, we have only one instance of the the also frequently observed rpoB mutations. The rho I15N mutation is reported to increase the high temperature niche boundary in adaptive laboratory evolution experiments (Rodríguez-Verdugo et al. 2014) with no discernible effect on the growth at lower temperatures. In contrast, the rpoB mutations have been demonstrated to exhibit fitness trade-offs at lower temperatures. The fact that rpoB mutations produce a niche shift rather than the niche expansion could potentially explain its absence in our experiment.
Another interesting feature of our experiment is the appearance of mutations that significantly lower the fitness in the cold environment, like the fabF and deaD deletions. However, our results suggest that these same mutations can be neutral in that environment as long as there is a previous epoch of the hot environment (see Table 4 and Figure S2 ). Our results highlight that the complexity of the environmental treatment needs to be taken into account when aiming to draw general conclusions about the trade-offs set by the mutational basis of a particular adaptation strategy.
Lastly, our experiment considered for first time the evaluation of the directionality of the phenotypic response of Escherichia coli strains simultaneously evolved in two different environmental conditions. We observe that, predominantly, our evolved strains' responses to both temperatures move closer to the unperturbed state of its starting strain's response to 37
• C (see Figure 4 ). This restorative response is relevant in light of the potential limitations to adaptation that the dynamical varying nature of our experimental regimes pose. Measuring an array of phenotypes, generated by use of Biolog assays here, is a first step towards the characterization of the niche breadth and the adaptive effects of a particular environmental treatment on that breadth. Using laboratory evolution experiments smartly, we can also aim to better understand effects on niche breadth as driven by evolutionary contingencies.
6 Material and Methods
Experimental Evolution
The experiment was seeded with isolated clones from Escherichia coli REL606 and REL607 strains, which are derivatives of Escherichia coli B, provided by the Lenski laboratory. The strains were chosen for their wide use in experimental evolution studies. The REL607 strain harbors a neutral marker that renders it unable to metabolize arabinoise (Ara − ) and distinguishable from the REL606 strain in tetrazolium and arabinose (TA) plates. Clones were isolated from a single colony of the respective strain and then propagated daily in M9 minimal media (Difco) supplemented with glucose 4 g/L for one month at 37
• C in order to adapt them to the experimental media conditions. These cultures were transferred by taking a 100µL of culture and transferring to a new tube containing 20 mL of fresh media. From these two adapted starting cultures that harbored different mutational backgrounds from each other (see Table S2 ), 24 tubes of fresh media were seeded with either the REL606 or REL607 starting culture in replicates of four for each of the three temperature fluctuation treatments (2 strains × 3 treatments × 4 replicates = 24) for a total of 12 seeded cultures for each of the two starting cultures. The three temperature fluctuation treatments were comprised of oscillations of the culture temperature between 15
• C (see Supplementary Figure 1 ). The time for a culture tube to reach the desired temperature after a temperature switch was approximately 30 minutes, however temperature acclimation to within two degrees of the target temperature was achieved in less than one generation. Of these three treatments, two were dependent on the optical density of the culture and one was random. The first optical density (OD) dependent treatment, termed "slow" or "S", corresponded to a slow fluctuating environment with changes of temperature every time the strains reached an OD 830 of 0.25, roughly half of their carrying capacity in our conditions. The second OD-dependent treatment, termed "fast" or "F", corresponded to a faster fluctuating environment in generation times switching between the two temperatures at OD 830 0.15, 0.30, 0.45 respectively. The random treatment, termed "random" or "R", sampled a random time for the culture to remain at a particular temperature from a uniform distribution between 3 to 5 hours at 43
• C and 5 to 15 hours at 15 • C. Using the OD 830 measurements, growth phase was closely monitored, and bacteria were consistently transferred near the desired point in late exponential growth phase as the bacteria neared saturation at the end of each treatment cycle. Since each of the treatments contained four REL606 and four REL607 strains, it allowed us to follow the transfer schema in (Lenski et al. 1991) by alternating both strains providing means for testing for crosscontamination. Every transfer was performed by taking a 100µL of culture and transferring to a new tube containing 20 mL of fresh media. All cultures were incubated using a commercial batch culture BioSan LV Personal Bioreactor RTS1-C (Riga, Latvia), which controlled temperature to within 0.1
• C. OD 830 measurements were taken by the RTS-1C at 4 minute intervals. The instruments allowed us to program our deterministic fluctuations as a function of the optical density measurements and the random temperature fluctuation treatment. All tubes were cultured at 2000 rpm with 1 second reverse spinning intervals to ensure oxygenation. The experiment lasted around 6 months totalling an average of 600 generations.
Population Archive
Approximately every week, each evolving population was glycerol stocked. After transferring 100µL of the culture after each treatment cycle to fresh media, the remaining culture was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm to form a pellet, and the excess liquid was removed. The pellet was then re-suspended in 1 mL of fresh M9 media and 1 mL of glycerol (Sigma) 20% to a final glycerol concentration of 10%. The samples were then placed directly in a freezer at -80
• C for long term storage. Whenever the bacteria were glycerol stocked they were also cultured in tetrazolium and arabinose (TA) M9 agar plates at 37
• C overnight checking for the correct colored phenotype to detect potential external and cross contamination, using the protocols of (Lenski et al. 1991 ).
Generations Elapsed during the Adaptive Evolution Experiments
The number of generations for each of the 24 adapted strains was calculated by transforming the optical density measurements, the absorbance units (au), into colony forming units (cfu). The transformation factor was derived by plate counting of the starting REL606 strain grown at 37
• C in the RTS-1C with the same settings and media of the laboratory evolution experiment. The culture was sampled at mid exponential phase (OD ≈ 0.25) and plated in replicates of six serial dilutions in M9 agar with glucose. The colonies were counted after the overnight incubation at 37
• C. With this method, we obtained the following average transformation factor:
10 cfus/au (1)
The caveats of using this correction factor as opposed to a calibration curve is that it relies on extrapolation and ignores possible non-linearities when approaching saturation. For our purposes, however, this method is sufficient as our cultures do not spend much time in stationary phase.
The cumulative number of cell divisions (CCD) was also calculated. The CCD provides an alternative measure of a meaningful time-scale for an adaptive evolution experiment and relies on the fact that most mutations occur at the moment of division (Lee et al. 2011) . We calculated the number of generations and CCD for all of our populations by splitting the growth data by temperature taking the initial and final optical density at each temperature segment. The following expressions were used to calculate the number of generations and the CCD:
And for all the m segments during the adaptive laboratory evolution:
where OD 0 is the initial OD 830 optical density and OD f is the final OD 830 optical density of the growth segment considered. The number of generations and cumulative cell divisions were determined for each experimental population at each temperature (see Table S2 ). Overall the OD-dependent treatments did not differ significantly from the random treatment in either generations or CCD as expected. They also did not show a significant asymmetry between the experimental temperatures. The populations with a random environment treatment went through slightly more generations due to the finite duration of the 15
• C cycle, which in turn could take place during a lag period not amounting to substantial growth. These populations also showed a marked asymmetry between the experimental temperatures in both generations and CCD indicating that they spent more generations in the 43
• C. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the amount of generations or cell divisions spent in the 15
• C environment is comparable for all treatments. The discrepancies in the total number of generations are explained by two instrumental problems. The first relates to some incomplete data as some of the instruments stopped recording the optical density measurements. The second, as a consequence of instrument malfunction we had to stop some of our populations earlier than others. These populations however did not show significantly fewer mutations suggesting that most of the adaptive mutations occurred in the early stages of the experiments.
Representative clone isolation
From both the starting and final archived heterogeneous populations representative clones were isolated by picking single colonies on M9 glucose agar plates grown at 37
• C. The picked clones were grown for a cycle in the experimental conditions. The resulting 20 mL culture was aliquoted in two halves. One half was immediately frozen in glycerol at -80
• C for future studies while the other half was pelleted for genome sequencing.
Genome Sequencing and Analysis
For the study of the evolutionary dynamics of our experimental populations, for the final points the genomic sequencing of the populations was conducted by directly pelleting the remaining culture after the transfer to fresh media. In doing so, we follow the recommendation of (Sprouffske et al. 2016 ) that analyzed the effects of the archiving process on the mutational composition of heterogeneous bacterial populations to avoid bias introduced by selection acting on the freezing-thawing cycle. For the starting points, 30 µL of the glycerol stock were sequenced. All sequenced samples were treated as follows. The genomic DNA was isolated with the PureLink genomic DNA mini kit. The extracted genomic DNA was evaluated for quality using Nano-drop absorbance rations and quantified using Qubit dsDNA high sensitivity assay kit. All sequencing was done with 2x75bp paired-end massively parallel sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq (San Diego, USA). Structural and single nucleotide changes at the genomic level were predicted from the Illumina reads using breseq (version 0.28.1) assuming that they pertained to an heterogeneous population (Bernstein & Carlson 2014) . The reads were aligned to an updated version of the Escherichia coli REL606 reference genome file (GenBank accession NC 012967.1). All mutations reported were manually curated to ensure validity.
To better characterize the genomic composition of the starting populations, an additional sequencing round was performed using the NexSeq. The DNA was extracted from 30µL of the glycerol stocks using the PureLink genomic DNA mini kit. We fragmented the DNA using 300 bp setting using Covaris. Libraries were prepared using KAPA LT DNA library prep kit with dual size selection to get the library size range between 200-400 bp. Libraries were quantified using Qubit and qualitated by Agilent bioanalyzer. Libraries were further quantified using KAPA QPCR and sequenced on Illumina NEXtseq500 as paired end 2 x 150 bp. The coverage of both populations averaged to 6000. Of all the low frequency mutants detected and not reported in Table S1 , none was carried over in the laboratory evolution experiment.
Growth characterization
The representative clones were resurrected at 37
• C from the glycerol stocks into M9 media supplemented with glucose 4 g/L. After almost reaching saturation, they were acclimated to the tested temperature by transferring 100 µL of the culture to 20 mL of fresh M9 media with glucose at the desired temperature. Then, halfway through the exponential phase, the cultures were transferred the same way to triplicates (or sometimes up to six replicates for the strains with greater variance) at the same tested temperature. Each of these experiments was done using the same media batch and the appropriate reference clone (either our starting REL606 or REL607 isolated clones). The growth rate was calculated by fitting a spline to the growth data and calculating the derivative of this fitted curve. The maximum growth rate was then given by the maximum of this derivative. The smoothing parameter was adjusted for the measurement noise but kept constant within each comparison. The relative growth rate was calculated by dividing the average value of the strain measured by the average value of its ancestral reference clone. Significance was assessed using a two sample t-test with directional null hypothesis. All calculations were performed in R version 3.5.1.
To assess the effects of the previous environment on the growth rate, we modified the protocol to have two passages with replicates in the other temperature after acclimation to the target temperature. For example, if the acclimation passage was in 43
• C, then we performed two additional passages at 15 • C to monitor the previous effects at 43
• C on growth at 15 • C (see Supplementary Figure 2 ).
Biolog Assays
Phenotypic assays for each of the 24 clones isolated from the final evolved populations and the two clones isolated from the ancestral populations were performed using Biolog Gen III plates (Biolog, Hayward, CA). These are 96 well plates comprised of 70 metabolic wells with one negative control well and 22 chemical sensitivity wells with one positive control well. Protocols were adapted from the methods in (Cooper & Lenski 2000 , Hug & Gaut 2015 . The bacteria strains were revived from glycerol stocks and incubated at 37
• C for one growth cycle in fresh M9 minimal media supplemented with glucose 4 g/L. This amount of glucose was chosen to avoid starvation cycles. The strains were then transferred to fresh M9 media with glucose and grown again at 37
• C. After reaching the middle of exponential growth phase as defined by an OD 830 of approximately 0.25, the samples were spun down at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes in order to form a cell pellet. The cell pellet was then washed in sterile PBS, and resuspended in 10 mL PBS by vortexing for 30 seconds. The solution was then spun down again at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes, washed with PBS, and resuspended again in 20 mL of PBS. The resulting suspensions were aliquoted into 10mL vials of Biolog Inoculating Fluid A. Bacteria were aliquoted in the inoculating fluid with the appropriate volume to obtain 95% transmittance, which was verified by spectrophotometry to within 3%. The equation OD = −log 10 (T ), where OD is the OD 830 and T is the transmittance, was used to calculate the dilution of the bacteria into the inoculating fluid.
After being aliquoted into the inoculating fluid, the bacteria and inoculating fluid mixture was vortexed for 20 seconds to ensure mixing, and then 100µL of inoculating fluid bacteria mixture was aliquoted into each of the 96 wells of the Biolog Gen III plates. After being plated, the plates were labeled and placed in incubators at the appropriate temperatures, either 15
• C, or 43
• C, and allowed to grow. Plates grown at 37
• C were grown for 24 -36 hours, plates grown at 43 • C were grown for 48 -60 hours, and plates grown at 15
• C were grown for 72 -96 hours to ensure saturation of bacterial growth. After saturation, the plates were measured on a BioTek plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT) at 590 nm. The measurements were repeated over time to ensure the stability of the reading.
All Biolog plates were performed in technical triplicates for each of the 24 evolved clones at each temperature, for a total of 24 × 3 × 3 = 216 plates. The two ancestral strains were performed in six technical replicates for each of the assayed temperatures in order to better assess the ancestral phenotypic response, for a total of 2 × 6 × 3 = 36 ancestor plates.
Analysis of Biolog Data
The biolog optical density measurements (OD 590 ) were processed following the instructions of the maker. First, normalization of each plate was performed by subtracting its negative control from all metabolic wells. Additionally, the chemical sensitivity assays were normalized for each plate by subtracting those wells from the value of the positive control. Both the negative and positive controls were removed from the analysis. Wells 86 and 94, which contain two different tetrazolium dyes (which can be interpreted as two additional positive growing conditions as no inhibitory effect from the dies was observed in any of the populations) had consistently higher values than the rest of the wells for all the evolved and ancestral samples but the values did not vary between the samples. Thus, these two wells were removed from our analysis. This left us with 92 phenotypic tests for each sample, represented as a vector in 92-dimensional space. An alternative data processing was also performed following (Hug & Gaut 2015) . The conclusions were robust to both data processing methods. Additionally for a couple of samples, data quality control was done to correct for any technical replicates with some inconsistent well values, and thus were corrected by imputation by taking the mean well value of the remaining replicates. The resulting processed data was then centered. Clustering of the output of the Biolog data was performed using Ward's algorithm for hierarchical clustering with Euclidean distance.
In order to assess the direction of evolved strains' phenotypic responses with respect to their respective ancestor, we followed the methodology put forward by (Hug & Gaut 2015) . Because of the different mutational backgrounds of the ancestral strains, we performed the analysis separately for the REL606 and REL607 lineages. The dimensionality reduction of the phenotypic measurements was performed using principal component analysis (PCA) on the processed data to remove correlated variables due to the Biolog plate design. The centroids of each set of ancestral replicates at the three different temperatures were calculated by k-means clustering. For each lineage, the first four principal components were selected according to the criterion in (Peres-Neto et al. 2005) amounting to ∼ 70% of the variance. Additional criteria to select informative principal components like the talus plot (Henningsson et al. 2018) were also taken into consideration obtaining similar results. T-test hypothesis testing with family-wise error rate correction was conducted to determine the direction of the phenotypic response for each evolved strain and retained principal component in relation to the ancestral response at the optimal and the stressed temperatures. Following (Hug & Gaut 2015) , the responses were classified as restorative, partially restorative, reinforced, unrestored, novel, or uninformative. All calculations were performed in R version 3.5.3, including the mutational fingerprint (Gu et al. 2016) , and Python 2.7.15. Tables 75%  42%  29%  21%  21%  17%  17%  17%  12%  12%  12%  12%  12%  12%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  8%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4%  4% (1) proQ (1) mrdA (3) ycjW (3) rpsE (2) spoT (1) yhbH (2) hemF(3) mreD (2) GroES (2) mreB (1) uxaB (1) napA (1) edd/zwf (1) cspE/ccrB (1) trkH (3) mrdB (2) sapA (1) pstA (1) waaL (1) elaD (2) rpmH (1) dsdA (1) metA (1) yhcC/gltB (1) ybaE (1) waaW (1) lon (12) deaD (2) lon (6) dacA (1) mrdA (2) mreC (1) yjiY/hpaC (1) rpoB (1) rpsE (4) proQ (1) spoT (2) ECB_1992 (1) ECB_02621 (2) gyrB (1) nusA (2) thiC/rsd (2) rpsA (1) fabF (2) mreD (1) yhjN (2) yhjO (1) yeaP/yeaQ (1) yegE (2) yyhjH/kdgK (1) yibD (1) yqaB (1) yieL (1) stpA (1) araB (1) nmpC (1) waaW(1) gyrB (3) rfB (1) 
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ECB_0261 (1) waaW (1) fadH (1) ogrK/ECB_02013 (1) rho (10) icdA (1) nadR (7) yhjS/hokA (1) GroES ( The genes in bold had mutants in both our REL606 and REL607 final populations. Note, we consider a large indel when it is greater than 100 bp. Others: yeaP/yeaQ 0 0 0 5.5
Intergenic (+34/+233) T/C at 1,856,003 The left side shows our final REL606-derived clones and the right side shows our final REL607-derived clones. The blue bars correspond to their growth at 15
• C after being passed in 43
• C. The green bars correspond to their growth at 15
• C after having grown at 15 • C. In both cases, the strains have been normalized to their starting strain's average growth rate. ** Significant at α = 0.01, *** significant at α = 0.001 for a heterocedastic two samples one-tailed t-test. Figure S 3: Principal component analysis of the phenotypic fingerprint of our starting strains of our laboratory evolution experiment at three temperatures. Top, the talus plot which shows random oscillations beyond 4 principal components, indicating that these are sufficient to explain the structure of the data. The red line marks the number of components that have signal in the data. Middle, the data projected on the first and second principal components. Bottom, the fourth principal component carries information about the strain. 
